TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 1864.

Read letters from schemeus
Read Tom Hood
Weather pleasant

WEDNESDAY 16

Walt & Scott & I went to all Woods Stevens where we were well pleased with the adventure, the zealous don and some wonderment. It was all fine.

There was a great variety of birds, snakes, fish, animals, enemies from Egypt, Indian relics are from the battles field.
Weather pleasant

THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 1864.

St. Patrick's Day. We were up with a rare departure.
There was a procession of Turks about a mile in length, headed by the horse. They had 3 bands of music.

Wrote to Coach
Weather pleasant, snow.

FRIDAY 18

Read letters from H.C. J.D. & S.

E. A. & Charles Wrote to the late fall

Weather cold, wind pleasant.
SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1864.

The Dr came a joke on a joker be complained of a stiff arms Dr. but under chloroform I found that his arm was tumbled enough & sent him off to his Reg.

Weather: Snow

SUNDAY 20

Heard cool the lectures to rich warm Winter's death. Weather cold but clear.

MONDAY, MARCH 21, 1864.

Scott & I went out on a hop win to Camp Douglas. They have more guard over our men than over the rebels they are encamping strict with our men & all to the post office yet some mystery I came back to the house. My left arm promuring the scratch feels paralyzed.

Weather: Cloudy

TUESDAY 22

Arm is still lame. We have made a rule that I not the boys hair & give the proceeds to the clairon. Same reading now millions paradise etc. Weather pleases.

Weather: Cloudy
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 1864:

Have been reading sketches of the life of Franklin. I find that Milton must be read very slow to appreciate. I think it very deep. Weather pleasant.

THURSDAY 24

Write to F. I went out on a day was cool to see the Museum of the Water works. Expended $150 to F. J. B. Write to F. J. B. Weather pleasant.

FRIDAY, MARCH 25, 1864.

Wrote to F. J. B. Read from Milton the lowly but pleasant. With conclusions from Paley and Thomas I find that when I put myself to reading sound matter of my mind it is hard to keep my mind on the subject. I first noticed misunderstanding in my mind, with the various subjects that I wished to.

SATURDAY 26

Scott & I don't reason the same. The Irish Auction. Paid $150.

Weather pleasant.

(1863) Conclusions

Remember for future benefit for a year, for two of considerable reading. I think was all right. But soon noticed I did not reason so well was able to forget when I wanted to recite. I must.
Wrote to W. E. M. Schenck

"Weather pleasant"

And for a time back I have thought

that my mind was more disordered

from one subject that I had read

than it had been. Some

various in style or subject

but it is as easily so just of time

MONDAY 30

Weather Lower, Snow & Rain

Reading the Morning paper containing

some specimen statements & reports

by uninterested correspondents

that I know to be false. The storm

seems the be overcharged. I will

read some more. Am watching to

watch for the result of the conclusion.

Will argue the point with some one part on

WEDNESDAY 30

Scott & I went to the G. & T. which was very crowded

in the afternoon. Weather cloudy & rain.